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Wine press
manufacturing
from A to Z
Starting with a thin rolled up stainless
steel sheet, here are the many steps in
the manufacturing of a wine press.

L

ocated south west of
Angers, Chalonnessur-Loire is home to
the Bucher Vaslin factory, manufacturer of pneumatic wine presses. The company
employs 260 persons and opened her doors to us on the 21st
of March 2014.
« This is where everything
starts », explains Patrice Cassagne, responsible for client
services. The first stage is the
fabrication of the press tank.
« To do this, we receive stainless
304 sheets and end parts », he
shows. The sheets are 2 meters wide, 7 to 8 meters long
and 3 to 6 mm thick. They are
cut and then rolled up in cylinders. Pre-formed end parts
are then applied at both extremities and plasma welded to
form the tank of the press.
Down in the next hall, three
tanks are lined up. The door location has been cut off. A worker
is busy welding the door frame
in place on one of them. « Here
we also install the flats which will
hold the membrane and the fittings to holds the drains inside the
tank », details our guide. Once
this stage is completed the external part of the tank is « stripped,
whitened and polished with glass
beads projected at several dozen
bars pressure ». This is a stage
which we will not see.
Further down, in the machining workshop, Bucher Vaslin
manufactures deflectors and
gears from steel and metallic
parts. Patrice Cassagne then
leads us to the membrane fabrication hall. Here « we receive the
material in rolls. It is made of po46
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lyester coated with polyurethane
on both sides », he points out
while showing an off cut. The
thickness will vary between
1 and 1,2 mm depending on the
press size.
Fusion and assembly: A worker

cuts the shape which was predrawn on the material. Next to
her two operators are assembling different parts together.
They place the two pieces
between two electrodes for a few
seconds. The polyurethane becomes in fusion. When this job
is completed the parts together
form a massive bladder without
any stitching.
After the electrical workshop
where the electrical cabinets
are put together, it’s off to the
final assembly hall. « Here we
are working » in series Patrice
Cassagne explains.
To start with, the workers position the front and back chassis
on a conveyor which moves
once a day. They assemble the
two chassis together to form a
frame before placing the tank on
the completed chassis. The tank
arrives fully equipped (complete
with membrane, drains, doors)
and « fully tested to comply with
the european directives for pressure
vessels », ads Patrice Cassagne.
Once the tank is in place, other
parts are added : motor, compressor, deflectors. After going
through the hands of between
25 to 30 operators between
450 to 500 hours (for a 150 hl
press model), the press is now
operational. Ready for the next
vintage...
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The tanks first
The rolling plant. This machine transforms large stainless steel

sheets of 3 to 6 mm thickness into cylinders which will become the press
tank.

The preformed end
parts. Those

end parts are
subcontracted
by Bucher Vaslin.
The factory will
machine them
and then drill
into them to
weld the drain
outlets on and
install caps on.

Then, the sub-sets

The doors. A worker is placing a steel sheet into a rolling
machine to curve it and to fabricate a door. Once the curvature
is obtained, he will then control its radius using a template.
Bruno Estienne, the General Director of Bucher Vaslin is standing
in front of the ROI 750. This is the largest press type of the many sizes
manufactured in the Chalonnes-sur-Loire factory. © G. PASQUIER

The deflectors.Those two workers have folded a

steel plate to fabricate a deflector (a part which prevents
juice sprays). With the same machine they also fabricate
the drains.

The
painting.
The mild steel
parts such
the legs are
sub-contracted
by Bucher
Vaslin and then
painted with a
polyurethane
paint.

The assembly. For a large press (150 hl and more) it is necessary to

join up two or even three cylinders. Two welders will first TIG (Tungsten
Inert Gas) weld the cylinders in place. For smaller models of presses from
80hl and under, only one cylinder is required.

The finish.

The cylinders and
the end parts are
plasma welded
together. The door
location is cut
off, then the door
frame is welded
on as well as the
flats for holding the
membrane and the
drains are welded
also inside the tank.

© BUCHER VASLIN

The
electrical
cabinets are

manufactured
from a back
plate on which
the electricians
fit the different
components
before wiring
them with each
others.
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And then, the membranes

The welding. The different parts are assembled together
by overlapping. The two parts are set one on top of the other
and then placed between the two electrodes of this machine
which makes them go into fusion to realise a welding.

The cut off. The material is used to fabricate

membranes made of polyester coated with polyurethane.
The operator is manually cutting a piece following
pre-applied template markings.

At last, the final assembly

The assembly. In the assembly hall, a conveyor is used to assemble
the presses in series. The conveyor moves once a day. At the start of the
conveyor, the front and back chassis are set in place and connected by
cross beams. Following this, the motor, compressors and the electrical
cabinet and other deflectors are installed.

The fitting. The membrane is held by a system patented
by Bucher Vaslin. It is simply pinched between two steel
parts. There is no screws going through the material, thus
avoiding perforations which would weaken it.
The presses are complete. Remains only a test

simulating a press load to compare the pressure curve in
time to a benchmark reference curve. Following this, they are
transferred to a storage area prior to shipment.

The checks. At every steps of the assembly, an operator must
complete a series of tests logged into a work instruction form. After
that, the quality department collates the check sheets to make sure all
the verifications were successfully completed. © BUCHER VASLIN
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